**SOLAS at the Ocean Sciences Meeting 2020**
16-21 February 2020, San Diego, CA, USA. [Website](#)

**SOLAS at the SCOR booth**
SOLAS will staff, together with other international projects, the SCOR booth. The schedule for SOLAS at the booth is as follows (subject to change):

**Booth #341**
Tuesday, 18 February: 14:00-15:00, 15:00-16:00
Wednesday, 19 February: 12:00-13:00, 15:00-16:00
Thursday, 20 February: 15:00-16:00, 17:00-18:00

Come and visit us!

**SOLAS relevant sessions**
- **AI12A** - Extratropical air-sea interactions and extreme events
- **AI31A** - Fluxes and Physical Processes Near the Air-Sea Interface: Observations and Modeling
- **AI53A** - Impacts of Inter-Basin Interaction on Climate Variability and Extreme Events
- **AI23A** - Mesoscale and submesoscale ocean-atmosphere interactions and influence on Earth’s climate
- **AI21A** - Tropical Cyclone-Ocean Interactions: From Weather to Climate
- **AI51A** - Processes Affecting Air-Sea Exchange and the Biogeochemistry of the Upper Ocean
- **AI43A** - Wave breaking in ocean-atmosphere exchanges
- **CT11A** - Production and cycling of organosulfur and volatile organic carbon compounds: where is the field now and how do we move forward?
- **CT24A** - Ocean Ventilation: Results and Innovations from Transient and Deliberate Tracers
- **CT24C** - Significance of Photochemistry in Marine Biogeochemical Cycles
- **CT42A** - Biogeochemical cycles in oxygen minimum zones: mechanisms, drivers, and change
- **HE33A** - Variability of high latitude ocean/sea-ice/atmosphere interactions and associated convection in a changing climate
- **OB33A** - From the Twilight Zone to the Troposphere: Ocean Optics Applications to Biogeochemical Cycling in and Through the Surface Ocean I
- **OC33A** - The Evolving Ocean Carbon Sink: Processes and Impacts
- **Si41A** - Ocean Visions: Finding Ocean-Based Solutions to Society’s Greatest Global Challenges

**SOLAS relevant town halls**
- **TH13B** - CLIVAR in WCRP: Present and Future of international collaboration in climate and ocean research
- **TH13D** - The ICOS Ocean Thematic Centre, what it is, how it operates and what it can do to help you supply the data we need to quantify ocean carbon uptake
- **TH13H** - UN Decade of Ocean Science for Sustainable Development Town Hall
- **TH23I** - The Contributions of Early Career Ocean Professionals to the UN Decade of Ocean Sciences for Sustainable Development
- **TH25H** - NASA Ocean Sciences Town Hall
- **TH33C** - Update on the Second International Indian Ocean Expedition (IIOE-2)
- **TH33H** - Ocean Science Applications at the European Space Agency
- **TH33J** - Southern Ocean Air-Sea Flux (SOFLUX) Town Hall
- **TH35F** - The IPCC Special Report on Ocean and Cryosphere in a Changing Climate – Challenges, Opportunities and Future Scenarios